América Solidaria

América Solidaria is a foundation that works to bring opportunities to children and adolescents who live in the context of poverty through different programs with an emphasis on education and health. The foundation consists of a network of volunteers working together with communities and organizations that develop programs to fulfil the rights of children and adolescents. The foundation also fosters a culture of solidarity and world citizenship for adolescents, promoting and scaling projects designed by restless young people within the reality of their environments, whose purpose is to generate change in their communities.

**Website:** americasolidaria.org
**Sector:** Nonprofit Organization
**Industry:** Public Health; Global Health; Education & Teaching

**Examples of possible intern roles:**

**COORDINATION AND SERVICE INTERN**
The intern will work hand in hand with the director of the social area in the implementation of the project “Innovate to Transform,” in which project ideation workshops for adolescents are taught. The intern will work on the program structure and methodology and will prepare instructional materials for the workshops. The intern will also assist in the facilitation of the workshops.

**Suggested Spanish level:** Fluent
**Candidate requirements:** Knowledge of pedagogical techniques, experience in the dictation of workshops, interests in the promotion of adolescent participation.

**RESEARCH AND ANALYSIS INTERN**
The intern will systematize information and data related to the current socioeconomic situation (poverty indexes, nutrition, violence, literacy) of the under-resourced communities where the foundation works. The research will focus on topics related to indigenous groups, children, adolescents, and women in Argentina.

**Suggested Spanish level:** No Spanish required
**Candidate requirements:** Strong research abilities and analytical skills. Interest in social science research and community development in order to uphold rights.

**In the words of past interns:** “I LOVE América Solidaria. The organization’s model and international/intercontinental impact is truly remarkable, and something I’m so thankful I was able to get even just a taste of through webinars that included presenters from AS branches from other countries. I also think the communication between the Argentina branch director (Flo, she is awesome) and all of the other
team members is really awesome and the environment seems very collaborative and open. Diana & my communication and rapport was a highlight of the program experience! I always felt supported & open to be able to ask questions anytime.” - Emma B., Coordination and Service Intern, from Georgetown University